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12-5pm, Saturday 5 August, 2017 

Toowong Bowls Club,  

cnr. Gailey Rd. & Heroes Ave. 

How do we faithfully bridge the divide  

between church and culture? 

 

SATURDAY   

 

11:00am  Set Up (10 groups of 5-7 each)> 11:45 sign in, name tags, pay 

 

12:15pm  Introduction/Seeking God 

 

12:15-12:35 Welcome/Worship 

Paul Wetzig welcomes, shares the vision for the event of “Church in the Wild”, gives 

5 minutes for brief small group intros, and then leads through a worship activity of 

postcards inspiring conversatin and prayer, capturing church and culture today. 

Also announcements re: time/flow, toilets, food/drink/catering (afternoon tea 

around 2:15). 

12:35-12:45 Vision & Flow 

Introduce self and Traverse 

+ General announcements (padlet) 

Vision for CHURCH IN THE WILD (CITW) >> Practical Theological cycle: 

This ecumenical event, CITW, is an interactive forum facilitated by Dave Benson to 

re-imagine how we follow Christ in a post-Christendom context. It’s about becoming 

a community characterised by wisdom and truthful action as we learn together new 

ways forward to love the world.  

CHURCH IN 

THE WILD | 

rethinking community & becoming 

a church for the world 
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Picture key thinkers, practitioners, and interested parties from diverse vocations 

(education, health, church leadership, arts, conservation etc.) seeking wisdom to 

squarely face one question:  

     

       “How do we faithfully bridge the divide between church and culture?” …  

 

Your questions and stories are centre-stage [begin local/particular vs. universal]. 

This should be a dynamic half day together, more of a workshop in wisdom and a 

dialogue among diverse people and less like a lecture. We’re seeking God’s leading 

for how to love in the midst of brokenness. 

a) Explain, understand, change … seeking wisdom toward truthful 

action/faithful practice …  

b) 5 movements … really 4 today – key questions and plan for day: 

Describe what’s going on, at the nexus of church and culture. 

Interpret why this is going on, drawing from Scriptural, 

social/scientific, and experiential perspectives. 

Seek from Scripture wisdom for what should be going on … 

what is the church; what is culture; and what principles should 

direct how they relate? 

Respond with an action plan in our local context for more 

faithful practice. 
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Introduction to the topic itself: NAVAJO BRIDGE  

(Good News that Crosses the Divide – cultural gap) 

Rather than living in the Christian bubble, or selling out to the culture, we need a 

third approach. We’re called to follow Jesus’ model of “incarnation,” crossing the 

divide to make God’s love and message known in the midst of the culture (John 

1:1-14; Phil. 2:5-11).  For those who have responded to Jesus, we’ve been given 

the “ministry of reconciliation.”  Paul puts it this way in II Corinthians 5:19-20: 

God was reconciling the world to himself in Christ, not counting people’s sins 

against them. And he has committed to us the message of reconciliation. We 

are therefore Christ’s ambassadors, as though God were making his appeal 

through us. We implore you on Christ’s behalf: Be reconciled to God.  God 

made him who had no sin to be a sin offering for us, so that in him we might 

become the righteousness of God. 

 “Reconciliation” is about restoring a 

broken relationship with God, and 

aligning our lives with divine 

purposes.  It’s about building bridges 

that cross the divide between God and 

our world.  All this is the heartbeat of 

“evangelism,” which simply means, “to 

announce good news”—a public 

announcement about a public event 

intended for the public realm of life. 

We’re called to be bridge builders.  

But here’s where the problem comes in. 

We’re all familiar with the bridge 

illustration … that Christ has bridged 

the gap between us and God. What 

happens, though, when there’s another 

gap dividing the church as messengers 

bearing the good news, from the culture 

that we desire to reach? So, how do we 

bridge this cultural divide?  

Perhaps an illustration will help. 

http://traverse.org.au/bridge-builders1/
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In 2008 Nik and I had the chance to visit the 

Grand Canyon in Arizona.  Ten miles across, one 

mile deep—only the intrepid would ever cross 

the divide.  The barriers seemed 

insurmountable.  For most of America’s history, 

there was a North-South divide in the heart of the country—no transport, 

commerce, tourism, relationships—separated by the Colorado River eating away at 

the rugged rock.  This all changed in 1929.  It took some pioneering spirits with 

fresh eyes to set up the historic Navajo Bridge, forming the only connection point 

for 600 miles.  They surveyed the edge of the canyon until they found the 

narrowest divide.  And then they built.  It took time.  It was costly.  But when it 

was complete, journalists called it “the biggest news in southwest history.” 

In your context, what does it mean to be a bridge-builder?  What are the barriers to 

your neighbours taking our good news seriously?  How wide is the divide?  And 

where is the point of closest contact?  How can you go about building trust, 

dispelling their misperceptions, and helping them understand the problem of sin 

and their need for a Saviour?  How can you be in but not of the world (John 17), 

reconciling those across the divide with a caring community and a compassionate 

God. 

Our hope with Traverse is to spur on the thinking of best practice, passing on what 

we hear as fellow bridge builders.  None of these ideas are definitive—they’re all 

conversation starters that may hopefully prompt you to boldly live your faith and 

break out of the Christian ghetto with fresh ways to share the good news. We 

would also love to hear from you, so go to our contact page and share your stories. 

And who knows . . . perhaps together we might construct a Navajo bridge that 

crosses the spiritual divide at the heart of our country. 
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12:45pm  What is going on? (stories) 

 

12:45-12:50 Association/Visual Response/Stories 

If you had to characterise the relationship between church and culture in your 

experience, what *one word* and *one image* comes to mind? ... What story for 

you epitomises this relationship at its best, and at its worst? >> do this prayerfully. 

12:50-1:00 Pairs Sharing of Previous Activity … type these words onto padlet 

Open up padlet <http://padlet.com/david_benson/bridge> and demonstrate use …  

good + bad (word epitomising relationship at its best and worst 

close + far (where’s the closest point of contact between church & culture, or widest 

divide … completed later) 

In pairs, share your image/word. Then, in turn, tell your best and worst story 

capturing the relationship between church and culture in your local 

context/experience. 

Post to padlet. 

1:00-1:05 Observations about what is going on 

Refresh padlet, and get a snapshot of what we’re saying. 

1:05-1:20 McCrindle Research: What Is Going On 

For a snapshot of perceptions of “church” and “culture”, see 13 pages infographics 

http://bit.ly/ReligionAustralia2017. Divide into 3 groups to consider the following for 

5 minutes, then posting to padlet the greatest divide and nearest contact pnt. that is 

most relevant in your own context (e.g. work) 

1. 2017 data: faithandbelief.org.au (cf. 2016ncls.org.au/2016-ACS & Census) 

2. www.mccrindle.com.au/resources/World-Vision-Church-and-Community 

-Infographic_Digital.pdf 

3. blog.mccrindle.com.au/the-mccrindle-

blog/church_attendance_in_australia_infographic 

4. mccrindle.com.au/resources/Australian-Communities-Report_McCrindle-

Research.pdf 

5. http://www.christianvenues.org.au/impact/images 

/Social-Change-Spiritual-Trends_CVA-McCrindle-Report-2014.pdf  

1:20-1:25 Refresh Padlet and Overview Comments: What Is Going On? Divide 

1:25-1:35 WORDS OF WISDOM: Steve & Lisa seeing Aussie church with 

missional eyes … with Paul Wetzig 

http://padlet.com/david_benson/bridge
http://bit.ly/ReligionAustralia2017
http://faithandbelief.org.au/
http://www.2016ncls.org.au/2016-ACS
http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats/abs@.nsf/Lookup/by%20Subject/2071.0~2016~Main%20Features~Religion%20Data%20Summary~25
http://www.mccrindle.com.au/resources/World-Vision-Church-and-Community%0b-Infographic_Digital.pdf
http://www.mccrindle.com.au/resources/World-Vision-Church-and-Community%0b-Infographic_Digital.pdf
http://blog.mccrindle.com.au/the-mccrindle-blog/church_attendance_in_australia_infographic
http://blog.mccrindle.com.au/the-mccrindle-blog/church_attendance_in_australia_infographic
http://mccrindle.com.au/resources/Australian-Communities-Report_McCrindle-Research.pdf
http://mccrindle.com.au/resources/Australian-Communities-Report_McCrindle-Research.pdf
http://www.christianvenues.org.au/impact/images/Social-Change-Spiritual-Trends_CVA-McCrindle-Report-2014.pdf
http://www.christianvenues.org.au/impact/images/Social-Change-Spiritual-Trends_CVA-McCrindle-Report-2014.pdf
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1:35pm Why is this going on? (questions) 

 

1:35-1:45:  Silent Reflection/Prayer re: Why is this going on 

Prayerfully reflect, asking God for insight into the causes of why this is going on. 

Then, take 4 post-it notes each, and write your leading causes for this divide.  

Remember, valuable insights may emerge from a theological or secular perspective, 

such as informed by sociology, psychology, philosophy, anthropology and more. 

Choose one of four posters (perhaps give 2xA3 per theme) to stick it onto: 

(1) CULTURE | Cultural changes, both in ideas and practice, that have grown the 

divide and fractured the relationship between church and culture 

(2) CHURCH | Church changes, both in ideas and practice, that have grown the 

divide and fractured the relationship between church and culture 

(3) THEOLOGICAL | Theological and Scriptural insights into why this divide exists 

at this particular time in history 

(4) SECULAR | Secular/Scholarly insights—whether from sociology, psychology, 

anthropology, philosophy, history or another discipline—that sheds light on 

this divide 

1:45-1:55:  Poster Group Discussion 

Move to a table capturing the poster you’re most interested about. Talk through the 

key words and themes emerging. Seek to crystallise why this is going on in an insight 

you can share with the whole group. 

1:55-2:05:  Whole Group Debrief & Recap 

Each group summarises/crystallises what themes emerged explaining why this is 

going on, at this particular time. 

2:05-2:15: WORDS OF WISDOM: Wendi Sargeant on Social Data  

… with Scott Guyatt 

2:15pm  Afternoon Tea 
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2:40pm What should be going on? 

 

2:40-2:45:  Beatitudes 

In moving to a normative perspectives, seeking to explain what should be going on, 

we must remind ourselves of who we are. We are a broken community, a be-attitude 

community, who look like the Christ. 

Let’s watch this video of the beatitudes together, becoming sensitising to God’s heart 

for the cry of the oppressed, not just the cultural greats. Seek his cruciform heart, 

and the Spirit’s wisdom for principles to guide our action. 

Play Beatitudes Video –prayerfully watch 

Read beatitudes out loud together, while standing, with beatitudes loop in b’ground. 

 

2:45-2:50:  Confession 

Silence for Confession: Prayer on Screen 

2:50-3:10:  Brief Teaching on the Four Causes of Church + Activity  

“The deeper the consciousness of the tension and the urge to take this yoke upon itself are felt, the 

healthier the Church is. The more oblivious of this tension the Church is, the more well established 

and at home in this world it feels, the more it is in deadly danger of being the salt that has lost its 

savour.”—Hendrik Kraemer. 

“Until the future of the world matters more to the church than the future of the church,  

the church has no future”—Ralph Winter 

What is church for? What form suits its function, toward its God-given end/telos? 

• The material cause: “that out of which”, e.g., the bronze of a statue. 

 

• The formal cause: “the form”, “the account of what-it-is-to-be”,  

e.g., the shape of a statue (ties closely with function and serves final cause) 

 

• The efficient cause: “the primary source of the change or rest”, e.g., the 

artisan, the art of bronze-casting the statue, the man who gives 

advice, the father of the child. 

 

• The final cause: “the end, that for the sake of which a tiling is done”, e.g., 

health is the end of walking, losing weight, purging, drugs, and surgical tools. 

Practice the four causes with a computer. …  

Now, what four causes constitute Church? 
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MATERIAL CAUSE: Who/what is ‘church’ made up of? Is there unity, diversity, both? 

EFFICIENT CAUSE: Who brings the ‘church’ into being, and directs its movement? 

What is the mechanism/means? 

FINAL CAUSE: What is the purpose of the ‘church’, and for whom/what does it exist? 

FORMAL CAUSE: What shape/structure and practices are core to the identity of the 

‘church’, so it can serve its God-given function towards its telos/goal/end?  

What can you remove before it ceases to be ‘church’ (identity)? What core is left? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What is the church for? As with most theological questions, the automatic answer is “the glory of 

God”. This is true. How, then, does the church give God glory?  

Space doesn’t permit me to even trace the contours in sketching an answer. It would require me to 

engage with the numerous metaphors surrounding the community of God—body, family, building, 

bride, to name but four—and relate this to the offices of Christ as prophet, priest, king, healer and 

liberator. Returning to key passages in Acts 1 and 2, at the birth of the church, I would highlight at 

least four functions, each of which is essentially communal. We exist to: 

Celebrate our triune God, worshipping through all we are and do, both on Sunday  

and across the week. 

Cultivate the life of Christ in his members, reflecting his righteousness-justice in our everyday lives. 

Care for one another, showing compassion to fellow believers and diverse neighbours  

toward holistic flourishing. 

Communicate the gospel of the kingdom, through our words and deeds, calling all to  

align with God’s reign. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z_4u8TRorUw
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In our priestly role, we are to represent God to humanity, and humanity to God, as agents of 

reconciliation. Putting this together, we return to the big picture above. The missio Dei is as broad as 

working for shalom and salvation, flourishing and redemption.  

Avodah. If work and worship should be one, there are massive implications for how we imagine the 

purpose of our life when gathered together on Sunday, and our relationship to individuals and 

institutions beyond our community when scattered throughout the week. 

The high point of the church’s work in the world is a people empowered by God’s Spirit taking 

responsibility and caring for the surrounding citizens, by going to them where they already are, and 

alerting them to the reign of Jesus. We do this through demonstrating and announcing the Kingdom 

of God. This is our mission. The church exists for the world, not the other way around. 

***DISCUSS THIS IN SMALL GROUPS, REPORT BACK TO LARGER GROUP ON 

IMPLICATIONS FOR EACH OF FOUR QUESTIONS RE: FORM SERVING FUNCTION 

TOWARD TELOS.*** 

+++ 

3:10-3:20: WORDS OF WISDOM: Jeff Williams (Christ Collective, Pentecostal) on 

trying new things without losing church’s identity and mission … with Paul Wetzig 

 

3:20pm Where’s the Common Ground? 

3:20-3:30:  Setting the Scene 

Dave to speak into the space of not losing ecclesiology in desire to be relevant … 

deeper roots (Mark Sayers, Disappearing Church) … many rightly critical of emerging 

and fresh expressions as just thinner versions of church, not forming people as well, 

and thus perhaps decreasing commitment and increasing runaway consumerism … 

church lite that can accommodate anyone, doing anything, with limited 

accountability and discipleship.  

So, here’s the time to SHARE OUR EXPERIMENTS … not just to multiply stories, but to 

probe and prod, in what John Stott termed “double listening” … listening to the 

Word, and listening to the World. 

How does your present expression of “church” respond to the cultural shifts we’ve 

explored in the second movement? This is listening to the world. And how well does 

the form of church you’ve adopted—both when gathered on Sunday or mid-week, 

and when scattered to people’s families and places of work—align with the function 

of the church, towards its end of shalom? 

Scott Guyatt will guide us through this next 30 minutes of sharing stories, and 

seeking wisdom … that we’ll all be more faithful practitioners … thinking doers, not 

just people who have a knee-jerk reaction to problems in church and culture. 

https://engageworship.org/whole-life-worship
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<Padlet on screen, reminding of divides from the start of the session> 

Thinking back on the divide between church & culture, and  

why this gap exists … 

How does your particular  

form of church bridge this divide? 

Where does it fall short? 

 

From the perspective of the church embodying Christ’s 

offices (prophet, priest, king, healer & liberator—cf. 

Charles van Engen’s God’s Missionary People), what in 

the culture and the church would God have you: 

Challenge/Expose/Flee (Prophet): 

 

Reconcile/Reconnect/Redeem (Priest): 

 

Direct/Lead/Transform (King): 

 

Bind/Affirm/Treat (Healer): 

 

Free/Inspire/Fulfil (Liberator): 

 

3:30-4:00:  Story Sharing 

Scott facilitates 30 minutes of story sharing, whether with case studies from the 

front, and/or small group sharing circles … telling what they do (briefly, 3-5 minutes), 

then loving cross-examination of this from the two angles of listening to the world, 

and to the Word. 

4:00-4:10: WORDS OF WISDOM: Scott Guyatt wraps this section up, reflecting on 

what they’ve learned from Fresh Expressions and Simple Church 
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4:10pm STRETCH/TOILET BREAK 

 

4:20pm How might we respond? 

4:20-4:35: Vision & Hope 

Share in groups of 3-5 key thoughts that have impacted you today, speaking most 

directly to what you presently do as a church.  

Pray for a picture/story of this hope realised. >> Imagine you’re transported 5 years 

into the future … describe as though you’re seeing it in the present tense, what a 

“CHURCH IN THE WILD; A CHURCH FOR THE WORLD” looks like in your context. 

Where do you see signs of life in the present? 

 

4:35-4:45: Sharing Your Response 

Take a few minutes to pray and form a SMART goal (specific, measurable, attainable, 

relevant, time-based) for your next steps as a bridge-builder—an agent of 

reconciliation. Share with another and pray together in pairs. 

 

NEXT STEPS: 

(1) ________________________ 

________________________ 

________________________ 

(2) ________________________ 

________________________ 

________________________ 

(3) ________________________ 

________________________ 

________________________ 

(4) ________________________ 

________________________ 

________________________ 

(5) ________________________ 

________________________ 

________________________ 
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4:45-5:00:  Closing Symbolic Activity/Commission … Paul Wetzig 

Paul Wetzig brings the day to a close with  

 final wisdom for the challenge ahead of us, being a “church in the wild” 

 symbolic activity, crystallising all we’ve done 

 commission/prayer. 

Invitation is given for people to stick around for bowls and/or dinner and further 

informal conversation. 

Potentially open discussion as a group, sharing next actions and stories of hope. 

Optional LITURGY:  

Creator God Like Anna who waited to greet the Christ child  

Show us where you are at work in the world.  

Like Bezalel, anointed as an artist in the temple  

Equip us with skills to glorify you. 

Like Samuel who sat up at the sound of your voice  

Help us to respond to your call on our lives.  

Like Daniel who refused to eat food that was tainted  

Give us courage to be faithful to you in our world.  

Like Lydia, a worshipper as well as a business woman  

Help us to put you first in our lives.  

Like Jesus, your son, our teacher and example  

Help us to worship you in all that we do.  

Amen.  

 

 


